This research article investigates the impact of the Internet on language development and digital linguistics in Indonesia. It explores the search frequency and familiarity trends of Indonesian words and phrases, examining their connection to social change and identity. The study utilizes the Google Trend platform to collect data from 2018 to 2023, capturing the prevalence of the Indonesian language in Google searches. The research incorporates a comparative analysis of online data from social media, incorporating ethnographic interviews with 30 participants, and conducting a comprehensive lexicon survey. 77 Indonesian words and phrases are collected and analyzed, providing insights into familiarity patterns. Additionally, interviews and surveys are conducted with Indonesian university students to understand their attitudes towards language, its role in shaping identities, internet usage, and societal norms. The analysis focuses on 40 selected words, investigating their correlation with language patterns, identity formation, emotions, and societal conventions. The findings reveal how neologisms within Indonesia’s digital linguistic landscape reflect societal shifts, including contemporary events, social media trends, and societal pressures. The proliferation of trending words aligned with themes of identity, societal norms, and emotional well-being highlights the influence of social media and the Internet on language dissemination. These changes are deeply embedded in Indonesia’s digital linguistic milieu and are further elucidated through interviews, offering insights into internet users’ linguistic practices. The study emphasizes the importance of tracking language and societal trends for self-expression and integration into diverse communities. It also highlights the reciprocal relationship between self-identity and communal influence on language development. This research contributes to understanding language dynamics and digital identity in the Indonesian context, revealing the complex interplay between language, society, and individual perspectives.

ABSTRACT

This research article investigates the impact of the Internet on language development and digital linguistics in Indonesia. It explores the search frequency and familiarity trends of Indonesian words and phrases, examining their connection to social change and identity. The study utilizes the Google Trend platform to collect data from 2018 to 2023, capturing the prevalence of the Indonesian language in Google searches. The research incorporates a comparative analysis of online data from social media, incorporating ethnographic interviews with 30 participants, and conducting a comprehensive lexicon survey. 77 Indonesian words and phrases are collected and analyzed, providing insights into familiarity patterns. Additionally, interviews and surveys are conducted with Indonesian university students to understand their attitudes towards language, its role in shaping identities, internet usage, and societal norms. The analysis focuses on 40 selected words, investigating their correlation with language patterns, identity formation, emotions, and societal conventions. The findings reveal how neologisms within Indonesia’s digital linguistic landscape reflect societal shifts, including contemporary events, social media trends, and societal pressures. The proliferation of trending words aligned with themes of identity, societal norms, and emotional well-being highlights the influence of social media and the Internet on language dissemination. These changes are deeply embedded in Indonesia’s digital linguistic milieu and are further elucidated through interviews, offering insights into internet users’ linguistic practices. The study emphasizes the importance of tracking language and societal trends for self-expression and integration into diverse communities. It also highlights the reciprocal relationship between self-identity and communal influence on language development. This research contributes to understanding language dynamics and digital identity in the Indonesian context, revealing the complex interplay between language, society, and individual perspectives.
Introduction

In contemporary society, the Internet has emerged as an all-encompassing and indispensable medium, serving as a conduit for information exchange, communication, and creative expression (Aggarwal et al., 2020; Choudhury et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2021; Oh & Lim, 2021; Wei et al., 2022). With its distinct role in the digital realm, the Internet has propelled the advancement of a unique form of communication known as Internet language, commonly referred to as “netspeak” or “computer-mediated communication” (CMC) (Bakry et al., 2022; J. Chen et al., 2020; M. Chen et al., 2022; Heuman, 2021; Sun & Liu, 2022). This linguistic phenomenon extends beyond cyberspace and finds relevance in various domains. The language employed within a community is intricately intertwined with the process of self-expression and the formation of identity (Ashokkumar & Pennebaker, 2022; Thompson & McNamara, 2022). In the case of the Indonesian digital landscape, the lexicon of Internet language is closely intertwined with the technological advancements and prevalent ideologies within a specific society. The evolution of language reflects an identity encompassing fragments of historical, social, cultural, and ideological events that resonate with a distinct group of individuals.

The surge of interest in the study of Internet language emerged in the early 21st century, catalyzed by the seminal work of David Crystal (Androutsopoulos & Busch, 2021; Herring, 2022). This burgeoning field of research encompasses diverse linguistic and social dimensions of language and technology (Monti et al., 2022). Notably, scholars have directed their attention to investigating the multifaceted styles and forms of Internet slang prevalent in online communities and interactions (Davis et al., 2020; Griffith & Stein, 2021; S. Liu et al., 2022; Peeters et al., 2021; Tang et al., 2020, 2021; Voronin et al., 2019). As the field of Internet language studies continues to expand, it has increasingly incorporated an examination of the Indonesian context. Linguists have undertaken analyses of social and linguistic practices within social media and microblogging platforms (Anobi Asare et al., 2022; F. Chen et al., 2022; Jia et al., 2019; Jialin, 2022; Lucy & Bamman, 2021; Monderin & Go, 2021; Sabol & Horák, 2022; Shi et al., 2021; Zhang, 2021; Zhang & Ren, 2022). Nevertheless, there has been a lack of focus on analyzing trends and patterns in the usage of the Indonesian Internet vocabulary and its impact on the development
of user identities. This study aims to address this gap by delving into several facets, thereby presenting a comprehensive exploration of Indonesian Internet users’ social media habits and language practices. Central to this investigation is the analysis of lexical meaning, focusing on discerning patterns about the emergence and popularity of Indonesian words and phrases facilitated by the Internet. Language surveys and interviews were conducted to illuminate the processes through which these neologisms are coined and subsequently gain traction, as well as their integration into everyday conversations among users. The ultimate goal was to foster a profound and holistic understanding of participants’ attitudes toward language and societal social transformations.

This study investigates the correlation between the semantic aspects and familiarity of the Indonesian Internet language and the construction of personal-community identities and cultural ideologies. The evolution of new languages is often prompted by the necessity to articulate novel expressions, events, and emerging social and cultural phenomena. This research explores how a specific cohort of Internet users, namely Indonesian students enrolled in various universities across Indonesia, employ the Internet and Internet language as vehicles for self-expression and identity formation. In the case of Indonesian students pursuing higher education, their language practices and adherence to social norms are profoundly influenced by the external environment. Notably, the Internet facilitates convenient access to a vast array of global information, enabling these students to remain connected to the ‘Indonesian Internet’ community through accessible electronic devices. This study demonstrates how individuals utilize social media platforms and Internet language to cultivate varied group connections through the use of individual interviews and meticulous observations of language usage.

Prior scholarly investigations have delved into the profound influence of the Internet as a medium of communication, facilitating the rapid exchange of discourse and language among its users (Bini & Robutti, 2019; Derecka, 2019; Filatova & Volkovskii, 2020; Gelen & Tozluoglu, 2021; Kanellopoulou & Giannakoulopoulos, 2021; Manchaiah et al., 2019; Miftakhova et al., 2020; Rienties & Rets, 2022). Furthermore, the advent of social media has introduced novel and increasingly innovative platforms for online interaction, enabling individuals to engage with a wide array of individuals. This research aims to delve into the ramifications of these factors on the Indonesian language lexicon and users’ social practices. The Indonesian Internet lexicon is undergoing swift and dynamic expansion, aligning itself with prevailing trends and establishing its conventions and standards as a novel manifestation or extension of the codified Indonesian language. The language employed within the Internet amalgamates spoken and written elements, thus endowing the Internet language with a distinctive role in shaping users’ online and offline identities and influencing the ever-evolving societal landscape. The analysis conducted in this study centers around a specific group of words categorized according to facets of identity, mental-emotional dimensions, and broader societal conventions. In order to identify patterns and gain insights, the keyword search trends on Google Trend were carefully examined. This enabled a comparative examination of the internet data with the survey responses provided by the participants. Through the information garnered from interviews, the researcher investigates how participants, specifically Internet users, employ and respond to these words, elucidating how the language of the Internet serves as a vehicle for self-expression and identity articulation.

This research delves into using Internet language as a medium of expression within social media platforms. The interplay between the individual, the audience, and the chosen platform shapes online expression. Individuals curate self-images and modify content based on their expectations while catering to a diverse audience of familiar and unfamiliar users who receive and respond to their posts. As individuals become increasingly conscious of their social presence within the larger online community, they strive to achieve “trending” status, akin to emerging, accepting, and using new languages, contingent upon their relevance, recognition, and acceptance. Through interviews, the study investigates the expansion of particular Indonesian Internet lexicons, encompassing shared social pressures, societal developments, current global events, popular culture, and entertainment, among other factors. Consequently, keywords and their popularity are crucial to representations of public needs, interests, and identities.
This study tackles several thought-provoking questions: What are the implications of language evolution for societal transformations? How does the Internet, as a medium, shape changes in linguistic practices within the realm of cyberspace? To what extent does the language utilized on the Internet and social media platforms contribute to constructing individual and communal identities? Conversely, how do these identities and communities exert influence on the development of language? Moreover, this research sheds light on how language serves as a lens for understanding social trends and identities. This study employs an ethnography approach, which includes personal interviews and a survey, to investigate the usage of the Indonesian Internet language. The aim is to clarify the complex connection between social media usage, Internet language, and the creation of identity. The primary aim is to explore the role of the Internet as a creative medium, fostering linguistic innovation and social engagement. Through an analysis that encompasses identity from an individual and collective perspective, examining Internet usage in Indonesia reveals the interplay between digital technology and language and their contributions to self-expression and identity construction. This study attempts to demonstrate the fundamental framework of identity manifested through Internet language trends within Indonesian society. It is pivotal to comprehend how social media and language enable individuals to adapt and integrate into their communities. Consequently, this research explores the dynamic inter-relationship between the Indonesian Internet language and social change.

Method

The dataset employed in this study encompasses a comprehensive survey investigating language usage within Indonesian-language social media platforms, accompanied by semi-structured interviews conducted with millennial individuals residing in Indonesia. In conjunction with the ethnography approach, online data, including statistical information on trending keywords, was utilized in the survey and subsequent data analysis. The online data served as a foundation for obtaining a broad comprehension, which facilitated comparison with the findings derived from the survey. Conversely, the interviews were instrumental in garnering a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of how active internet users employ trending words to shape their identities and articulate themselves. Moreover, the interviews offered diverse perspectives on social issues and societal developments, further enriching the analysis undertaken in this research.

Research Materials

In this investigation, the challenges inherent in studying the Internet within the context of Indonesia, such as online censorship, enigmatic online search motives, and the veil of anonymity, were overcome by employing a synergistic blend of online data and an ethnographic approach. The study recognized the importance of examining the interplay between language and individual identities by closely observing individuals’ daily routines and linguistic practices, given the perpetual evolution of language. Online data served as the groundwork for constructing interviews and surveys, implemented through direct face-to-face interactions with participants facilitated by digital platforms. Before the ethnographic research, Google Trend findings provided primary data on trending keywords and phrases in the online domain. By examining the trends in the frequency of keyword searches between 2018 and 2023, it was possible to discern social changes and cultural events that influenced the level of interest in certain phrases.

Moreover, Google Trend offered valuable insights into the characteristics of internet users conducting these searches, including geographical location and age groups. In conjunction with participant interviews, a familiarity survey focused on the Indonesian Internet was used to gain a comprehensive understanding of prevailing language and lexicon patterns, the evolving trends within Indonesian society, and the involvement of the Indonesian student community. By employing a multifaceted approach, this research aimed to explore the utilization of Internet language and its interconnectedness with social interactions within a broader contextual framework.
Survey
A survey was conducted to gauge individuals’ familiarity levels with a compilation of Indonesian terms derived from prevailing trends and popularity on the Internet. Initially comprising 77 items, the list was subsequently refined to 40 items for further investigation. The list arrangement followed a hierarchy of familiarity, organized in alphabetical order. The initial selection of 50 items was collated from multiple iterations of Google Trends and social media sources that featured catalogs of prevalent slang and Internet terminologies commonly employed in Indonesia. The final iteration of the list was determined based on discernible patterns in the lexical meaning and subsequently categorized into three primary domains: generational references, political discourse, and social attitudes. Within each category, the terms were further arranged alphabetically. The insights gleaned from this survey form a foundation for comprehending the prevailing trend words utilized by the participants. Moreover, this information served as a benchmark for comparing the word list’s popularity against online data extracted from Google Trends and ethnographic data sourced from the participant cohorts.

Interview
The interview phase encompassed a carefully devised set of inquiries that targeted the utilization of social media, Internet language, and facets of individual identity. The primary objective of these questions was to assess the degree of participants’ engagement with the Internet and social media platforms and the consequential role played by these digital domains in their day-to-day activities. Participants were probed regarding their preferred sources for acquiring new Indonesian vocabulary via the Internet and their methods for tracking language developments within Indonesia. Within the broader framework of the interplay between the Internet and language, individuals were prompted to evaluate the impact of diverse factors and perspectives, including societal expectations and self-perceptions, on their identities. Furthermore, the significance of Internet language as a reflection of identity-oriented attributes was also deliberated upon. In a concerted effort to comprehend the participants’ interactions with digital technologies, the researcher delved into the applications employed for information retrieval and exchange and the assimilation of new terminologies into their daily conversational repertoire. This investigative process explored the intricate dynamics of individual and generational identity formation through language practices and self-expression.

Participants and Location
The research focused on a cohort of Indonesian students, comprising individuals currently pursuing or recently completing their university studies. A purposive sampling technique was employed to select thirty active Internet users born between 1990 and 2000 as participants for the study. The limited sample size facilitated a thorough analysis of their social media and Internet usage patterns, their knowledge of common online terms, and the unique characteristics of their identities. All interview sessions were conducted virtually using online communication platforms to facilitate data collection, ensuring real-time interaction between the interviewer and the participants. The interviews were meticulously recorded to capture qualitative data, with each session lasting approximately 15 to 20 minutes, adjusted based on the interviewees’ depth of responses and active participation.

Procedure
This comprehensive study employs a multifaceted approach, combining statistical data from Google Trends, interview responses, and ethnographic surveys to gain insights into the subject matter. By integrating these sources, the study compares online search perspectives with personal experiences, validating trends within the participant group and exploring words that reflect their unique community identity. The interviews provide a comprehensive understanding of personal identities and societal
interpretations, while the word familiarity survey refines a selection of relevant words based on participants’ preferences. The study also incorporates scholarly literature to deepen understanding and compare prevalent perspectives. This multifaceted approach enhances the comprehensiveness and depth of the study, shedding light on the interplay between language, expression, and social transformation within the context of the research participants.

**Result and Discussion**

As a manifestation of linguistic diversity, Internet language emerges from communal interactions within specific social groups. The Internet language plays a significant role in shaping group identity among young Indonesians due to its distinctive characteristics. Primarily, it serves as a medium for expressing creativity and adapting to social dynamics. The youth employ internet language to articulate their thoughts, emotions, and individuality in a unique and discernible manner. They can distinguish themselves from other groups by utilizing specific linguistic styles and features while reinforcing social bonds within their community.

**Language and identity formation**

Internet language significantly shapes the youth's identity in Indonesia by establishing distinctive vocabulary, phrases, and linguistic styles. These linguistic features serve as markers of group identity within the social context of young individuals, signifying their membership and reflecting their social affiliations. Additionally, the internet language functions as a means to foster solidarity among group members. Social bonds are strengthened through the shared use of this language, and a sense of mutual understanding is cultivated. By employing a unique internet language, individuals feel connected with their peers, experiencing a sense of recognition and belonging within a community of like-minded individuals. The identity-related words associated with Indonesian millennials are provided in Table I below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slang Words</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Search Frequency Record in Google Trend</th>
<th>Participant Familiarity Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kepo</td>
<td>Acronym for ‘Knowing Every Particular Object’, meaning a person who wants always to know.</td>
<td>The number of conversations about the word “kepo” fluctuates but generally shows a stable trend, with an average of around 60 searches and variations around that number.</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alay</td>
<td>Stands for kite boy, tacky, exaggeration, and hyperbole</td>
<td>The talk rate of the word “alay” has an unstable fluctuation pattern, with the highest daily search reaching 100 and the lowest number at 39.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caper</td>
<td>A person performs Actions or behaviors to seek attention or get attention from others, especially in a social environment or social media. The attitude of someone who feels emotionally touched or affected by a matter or event, especially concerning interpersonal relationships or messages received through social media.</td>
<td>There are variations in the popularity of the word “caper” in Indonesia, with the highest number of searches reaching 100 and the lowest reaching 10.</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baper</td>
<td>The behavior of a person who seeks social advancement or attention, recognition, or popularity by leveraging relationships or joining certain social groups.</td>
<td>The familiarity with the term ‘baper’ in Indonesia fluctuates during the observation period and has decreased consistently since the beginning of 2022.</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pansos</td>
<td>The behavior of a person who seeks social advancement or attention, recognition, or popularity by leveraging relationships or joining certain social groups.</td>
<td>The familiarity with “pansos” in Indonesia has been stable, with small fluctuations over the past 5 years.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slang</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Familiarity Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Songong</td>
<td>The attitude or behavior of a person who is arrogant, conceited, or haughty</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ababil</td>
<td>Adolescents or young people have attitudes or behaviors that are unstable, unpredictable, or easily influenced by changes in mood, environment, or opinions of others.</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuper</td>
<td>A person with limitations or lack of experience socializing or interacting with others.</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucin</td>
<td>A person who is deeply infatuated or emotionally attached to their partner or loved one</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woles</td>
<td>The attitude or state of someone calm, relaxed, or not too worried in the face of a situation or problem.</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santuy</td>
<td>The attitude or state of a person who remains calm, relaxed, or not overly affected by pressure or anxiety in the face of a situation or problem.</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the data analysis in the table above indicates the familiarity and popularity of each slang word in Indonesia. Some slang words such as "kepo," "alay," "caper," "pansos," "songong," and "kuper" tend to be known and familiar to the general public. Meanwhile, slang words such as "baper," "ababil," "bucin," "woles," and "santuy" have varying degrees of familiarity, and their use may be more limited in more specialized contexts.

Slang words often emerge and are used by certain social groups to convey messages, express identity, or strengthen bonds between group members. In this context, the use of slang words reflects the group’s identity and becomes a distinctive feature that distinguishes them from other groups. The use of these slang words helps speakers feel included and connected to their group, thus forming a solid group identity. An example of identity formation among speakers is the word “pussycat.” “Bucin” refers to someone who is infatuated with or emotionally attached to their partner or loved one. The word began to appear around the end of 2017, increased in the 2020 period, and peaked in 2022 (see Figure 1 below).

Regarding statistical data from Google Trends, in the last five years, the word “bucin” began to experience an increasing graph in 2020. Based on this, the word “pussycat” was finally considered to be included as an entry in the Indonesian dictionary, KBBI (see Figure 2). Using the word “bucin” can help a person identify as part of a group of people with a high and intense level of love for their partner, which is generally common among young people who, by generational characteristics, are used to an open and accessible information environment. In this context, using the word “bucin” can reflect one’s identity as a person deeply in love with and attached to their partner. Through the use of this term, individuals showcase their comprehension and familiarity with romantic connections while also positioning themselves as members of a group that possesses similar attributes.
Furthermore, slang words often emerge through the speakers' creativity and language innovation. They create or change existing words into new expressions that describe their experiences and realities. In this case, using slang is a form of expression and creativity of individuals or groups in formulating their own identity. An example of the phenomenon of language creativity and innovation among speakers can be seen in the use of the word “woles” as opposed to the form of “selow” or “slow” in English.
The word “selow” or “slow” in English has a similar meaning to “woles,” namely a calm and relaxed attitude or state. However, using “woles” as a language innovation, the word shows adaptation and creativity in expressing the same concept using different words. Using the word “woles” as a form of creativity and language innovation among speakers offers adaptation, merging, and changing words in Indonesian. It reflects the speakers’ language creativity in creating expressions that suit their own experiences and realities, as well as considering the cultural context and local experiences. Thus, the use of the word “woles” as opposed to “selow” or “slow” in English is an example of how speakers can develop their language through innovation and creativity.

In the context of the internet language presented in Table I above, some words are often related to the identity of a particular generation or age. For example, the words “alay” or “bucin” are often used by the younger generation. These slang words reflect the experiences, lives, and values unique to that generation. In this case, slang words help form a generation- or age-specific identity and strengthen a sense of solidarity between members of that generation.

### Language and Community Standards

In describing individuals considered ‘ideal’ or ‘attractive’, people often consider several qualities, such as appearance, education, and finances. Although there are more properties that are relevant, they are often observed in fashionable and often used words, both online and offline. There are phrases related to physical appearance, shopping habits, individual behavior, and certain standards of quality, all of which are examples of social standards accepted by the general public and the communities that use these words.

**Table II Social Standard Indonesian Words or Phrases Related to Society**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slang Words or Phrases</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Search Frequency Record in Google Trend</th>
<th>Participant Familiarity Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keluarga cemara</td>
<td>Harmonious family</td>
<td>Conversations about the slang phrase “keluarga cemara” experienced a significant increase from late 2018 to early 2019, with the number of conversations peaking on 6 January 2019 at 100. After that, the overall talk level tended to decrease but remained at a significant level of familiarity.</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keluarga cemamod</td>
<td>The fir family suits the mood a term coined by combining the words “fir” and “mood”. This term reflects the concept of a family that adapts to the changing moods of family members.</td>
<td>The conversation rate of the phrase “cemamod family” is inconsistent and tends to be low; it is still rarely discussed and not widely familiar in society.</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>komuk</td>
<td>face control. A term derived from social dramaturgy theory refers to individuals’ attempts to control how they are seen by others or the image they project in front of others.</td>
<td>The Familiarity Level of the Topic “Komuk” experienced considerable fluctuations over time, ranging from low levels in week 29 of 2018 (34) and week 5 of 2019 (16) to reach very high levels in week 20 of 2019 (100) and week 24 of 2022 (100). However, it still tends to be in the medium to high range overall.</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slang phrase “Keluarga Cemara” describes a harmonious, respectful family that shares each other’s joys and sorrows. In the community, this phrase had a significant level of talk from late 2018 to early 2019, reaching a peak on January 6, 2019. After that, the overall level of talk tended to decrease.
but remained at a significant level of familiarity for a period of time. This shows that the concept of a harmonious family was once an essential conversation in society during this period. The slang phrase “keluarga cemara” reflects the concept of a harmonious family that is loving, respectful, and shares in both joy and sorrow. The significant talk level during a particular period indicates that the community paid attention to such harmonious family values. The language used to describe this concept can shape the standard of living among its speakers by encouraging the importance of building harmonious and supportive family relationships.

The slang phrase “keluarga cemamod” refers to a family that can adapt to the changing moods of family members. While this phrase reflects an exciting concept, its conversation rate is inconsistent and tends to be low. This phrase is still rarely discussed and is not widely familiar in the community. This shows that the phrase “keluarga cemamod” has not yet become a significant concern in daily conversation. The slang phrase “keluarga cemamod” illustrates the concept of a family that is adaptive to the changing moods of family members. However, the low level of conversation and lack of familiarity within the community suggest that this concept has not yet influenced the living standard. The language used to describe this concept has not been strong enough to shape the standard of living among its speakers.

“Komuk” is a slang term derived from social dramaturgy theory that refers to individuals’ attempts to control how they are seen by others or the image they project in front of others. The level of familiarity with the topic “komuk” experienced considerable fluctuations over time. In some weeks, the level of familiarity is low, while in other weeks, the level of familiarity is very high. Overall, the familiarity level of the topic “komuk” tends to be in the medium to high range within the community. This shows that self-image and face control are still concerns in social conversations. The concept of “komuk,” which refers to individuals’ efforts to control how they are seen by others or the image they project in front of others, has a fluctuating level of familiarity in society. Although the level of familiarity is inconsistent, the changes and high level of familiarity sometimes indicate that the language used in this context can influence the standard of living among the speakers. These understandings and conversations about self-image control can shape the standards of how individuals should behave and strategize when interacting with others.

Thus, the results of these analyses illustrate that the language used in slang phrases can influence or shape the standard of living among the community of speakers. Concepts that receive significant attention and high familiarity in society have the potential to shape the norms and values adopted by society at large. Conversely, concepts that are rarely discussed and less familiar tend to have less influence in shaping living standards.

Language and Mental-Emotional

The Internet language can help build connections and emotional intimacy between speakers. Through emoticons, stickers, or specialized writing styles, speakers can convey stronger and deeper expressions of emotion in online communication. This can help create a sense of mutual understanding, support, and a closer relationship between speakers.

The Internet language can also help speakers express complex or difficult emotions in formal spoken or written language. Using internet-specific phrases, abbreviations, or language styles, speakers can express feelings such as frustration, annoyance, surprise, or disappointment more precisely and effectively.

Furthermore, the internet languages can have a significant social impact on speakers and influence feelings of inclusion in online communities. Speakers who master the internet languages can feel more connected to their peer group, feel included, and get emotional support from their community members. This can shape speakers’ feelings of happiness, fulfilment, and self-confidence.
Table III Indonesian Words or Phrases Related to Mental-Emotional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slang Words or Phrases</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Search Frequency Record in Google Trend</th>
<th>Participant Familiarity Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galau</td>
<td>mixed feelings that are often characterized by confusion, anxiety, and emotional uncertainty</td>
<td>The word “galau” in Indonesia is relatively well-known or familiar to most of the population, as seen from the fluctuating level of familiarity over the observed period.</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sambat</td>
<td>Sambat is widely used on social media. Sambat slang comes from the Javanese language and means to complain.</td>
<td>Talk of the word “sambat” fluctuates over a while but generally has a relatively low level of familiarity.</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajib</td>
<td>An expression of strong admiration, astonishment, or awe for something</td>
<td>The word “ajib” has a varying level of familiarity over time, with certain periods where the level of familiarity increases significantly. However, there are also periods where the level of familiarity is low, or no data is available.</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halu</td>
<td>the condition of a person who experiences hallucinations or has unreal or irrational perceptions</td>
<td>The level of topic familiarity fluctuates over a period. Generally, it remains at a moderate level, reflecting the level of knowledge of the public, who tend to be quite familiar with the topic.</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjir</td>
<td>Strong expression of surprise, shock, or astonishment</td>
<td>The familiarity level of the topic “anjir” in Indonesia varies over time, but in general, it tends to stabilize at a fairly high level.</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bete</td>
<td>feelings of anger, upset, or frustration</td>
<td>Familiarity with this topic tends to be stable with small fluctuations but has increased in general and reached a fairly high level of familiarity.</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sekut</td>
<td>fear, dismay, confusion, or panic.</td>
<td>The word “sekut” was unfamiliar at the beginning of the emergence period but gradually became more recognizable over time and reached a peak level of familiarity in certain weeks before fluctuating and falling in familiarity again.</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jijay</td>
<td>This word is a pun on the word disgust.</td>
<td>The word “jijay” was not familiar at the beginning of the emergence period but experienced a gradual increase in familiarity until it peaked on 4 June 2023.</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambyar</td>
<td>feelings of deep sadness, devastation, or hopelessness</td>
<td>The familiarity level of the word “ambyar” in Indonesia has significantly increased since its introduction in June 2018, with a peak in popularity in March 2020. It has since remained stable at a relatively high level.</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istimiwir</td>
<td>This word is a pun on the word “istimewa” (special)</td>
<td>The word “istimiwir” has a low level of familiarity in general, with an increase occurring in some specific periods.</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data shows variations in familiarity with slang words or phrases from low to high. This reflects the knowledge and acceptance of slang words/phrases. Words or phrases such as “galau,” “bete,” “anjir,” and “ambyar” have a high level of familiarity, indicating wide popularity and understanding among the community. On the other hand, words or phrases such as “sambat,” “sekut,” and “istimiwir” have a low level of familiarity, indicating a more limited level of understanding or less common usage.

Each slang word or phrase is closely associated with specific emotions and feelings. For example, “galau” describes mixed feelings of confusion, anxiety, and emotional uncertainty. On the other hand, “bete” expresses feelings of anger, annoyance, or frustration. “Anjir” and “ajib” are used to express strong admiration or amazement. “Ambyar” describes feelings of deep sadness, devastation, or despair. Each slang word or phrase provides a rich dimension to the emotional experiences that people can express.
The data shows that familiarity with slang words or phrases can change and fluctuate over time. At times, familiarity levels increase significantly, such as with the word “jijay,” which reached peak familiarity on June 4, 2023. These changes may reflect new trends, the influence of social media, or the use of slang words or phrases in a broader context. These fluctuations show that language and mental-emotional behavior in Indonesian society are also constantly evolving and changing over time.

Some slang words or phrases in the table show their origin or influence on social media. For example, “sambat” comes from the Javanese language and is often used on social media with the meaning of complaining. This term shows that social media plays an essential role in the spread and popularity of slang words or phrases and their influence on language and people’s mental and emotional states.

This analysis illustrates the complexity of Indonesian society’s linguistic and mental-emotional use of slang words or phrases. Variations in familiarity levels, associations with emotions and feelings, changing trends, and the influence of social media are important factors that influence how slang words or phrases are used and accepted in cultural and social contexts.

Discussion

Keeping up with Internet Users: Social Media and Offline

Internet language emerges due to advancements in digital media, technological constraints, and the evolution of Internet culture, which collectively shape the implicit conventions of online communication (Ishida et al., 2018; Ribeiro, 2018; Saodin et al., 2019). In the interviews, participants elucidated the significant influence of the Internet and social media on their social connections within their social circles. They also highlighted the Internet as a valuable resource for acquiring knowledge of new Indonesian slang words. Staying abreast of these linguistic innovations serves as a means to maintain a sense of belonging and connectivity within the online community. The Internet facilitates prompt access to language, social, and cultural trends through diverse media platforms. Leveraging the remarkable capabilities of the Internet, this wealth of information facilitates instantaneous global exchange. Furthermore, generating novel lexicons in the online realm serves as a mechanism for communities to visually depict the ever-evolving landscape of online communication and linguistic practices. This section elucidates the distinct advantages of the Internet and explores how and why participants harness its potential for online expression, social engagement, and language utilization.

Internet Users: Social Media Use and Linguistic Practices

The proliferation of mobile and computer technologies has led to a surge in mobile applications with diverse functionalities. Social media applications are particularly significant, enabling interactions among various social networks and allowing users to access and generate content aligned with their interests. Smartphones serve as conduits for extensive information exchange and shape users’ online presence and self-expression within a digital “reality.” Online identities are rooted in real-life experiences and influenced by users, their connections, and the virtual audience they engage with. Social media platforms play a vital role in shaping self-presentation and sustaining relationships (Fardouly et al., 2018; Z. Liu et al., 2022; Silverstone, 2019), impacting individuals’ perceptions of their identities (Farr, 2018; Sajjad et al., 2018; Voronin et al., 2019; Zeller, 2022). The pursuit of conformity and belonging drives individuals to emulate socially acceptable behaviors and stay updated with the latest trends within their chosen communities.

With the proliferation of diverse mobile applications, popular social media platforms like Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter have gained widespread popularity in Indonesia for content sharing, mainly photos. These platforms face competition from their international counterparts. Instagram, in particular, serves as a medium for individuals to present themselves to the world, enabling user engagement with celebrities and others. Individual needs and societal pressures influence the preference for certain apps, as users tend to download apps aligned with their social circle’s choices, creating a “circle” effect. Participants’ experiences reflect this trend, with app downloads driven by the desire to connect with
specific communities or access content from overseas. Social media apps play a central role in constructing identities, facilitating social network participation, and providing convenient access to friends’ activities. However, it is important to note that online information depends on users’ uploaded content, which may present a curated representation of their identity.

The accessibility of online information places a social responsibility on individuals to stay active on social media platforms, resulting in pressure to constantly update their life events (Filatova & Volkovskii, 2020; Nepomniashchikh & Volkova, 2021; Soukup, 2018). Interview participants estimated spending 6-7 hours daily on these applications, relying heavily on information from their social circles and virtual communities. While curating online profiles and personas, participants strive for alignment with their offline interactions, acknowledging some minor variations. Online content highlights positive aspects of their lives, such as travel experiences or significant events, while negative aspects are less emphasized.

Participant 7 in the study uses social media to share details about films and design-related content, providing insight into her life for her social circle. The frequency of sharing such content varies based on individual preferences and life events. Participant 2 expresses that online messaging allows for more extensive self-expression and engagement in complex discussions compared to face-to-face interactions, highlighting the advantages of online communication in alleviating discomfort and reducing conversational pressures. The contemporary generation establishes connections through public social media profiles, with Participant 11 transitioning between messaging apps based on the choices of their friends. Online communication is shaped by users’ needs and interests, with individuals imitating or sharing trending topics to enhance their online persona’s credibility. While there may be unity between online and offline identities, the content shared online is selectively chosen, often emphasizing positive tones. Participants are aware of their audience and societal expectations, tailoring their expressions accordingly.

Social circles and platforms profoundly impact language, particularly in digital media, where colloquial language thrives in messaging applications (Lubis et al., 2021; Yiyun, 2022; Yulia et al., 2023). Computer-mediated communication combines features of spoken and written language but lacks the bodily cues of face-to-face interaction (Aldunate & González-Ibáñez, 2017; Lew et al., 2018; Park & El Mimouni, 2020; Soukup, 2018). Internet languages have adapted by incorporating visual cues like emoticons, memes, and nuanced connotations. Digital devices and online media enable creativity and convenience, leading to a rich array of internet slang, abbreviations, acronyms, and memes that shape online discourse. Stickers and gifs enhance online communication by incorporating famous slang words and relevant imagery. Internet language profoundly influences expression and communication online, while social media, as an evolving institution, shapes social identities and relationships. These institutions are omnipresent across digital devices, providing convenience to users. Interactions in cyberspace introduce anonymous creators and a broad spectrum of content accessibility, expanding online communication and information dissemination.

The motivation to remain socially significant prompts regular interaction with social media platforms, even in the absence of notable updates. Participants expressed the importance of remaining connected to feel a sense of belonging. Brief absences from social media can lead to a disconnection from prevailing topics and trends as information quickly becomes obsolete. The internet language evolves rapidly, with trending terms fluctuating in popularity. Familiarity with community-specific languages, like slang, is crucial for understanding discussions and feeling included. Social conformity and integration significantly shape individuals’ understanding of their social standing. The Internet serves as a medium that bridges physical distances, ensuring Indonesian millennials stay informed about new terminologies, trends, and popular events, thus preventing them from feeling left behind by their community.

Community and Identity Building Through Language

Yuan introduces Tracy and Robbles’ “identity work” concept to explore the relationship between language and identity construction (Al-Mnaseer & AlaaJasim, 2021). The participants, Indonesian students, have
identities influenced by cultural, environmental, and social factors, and they examine how language shapes their communities. The audience significantly impacts communicative patterns, leading individuals to modify their speech in different contexts. Online self-expression differs from face-to-face interactions, as the Internet enables conversations with diverse audiences and blurs the line between the public and private spheres. Adding friends on social media is a customary practice to establish connections, and the interviews confirm the influence of the environment and social media on speech patterns.

The reciprocal relationship between identity and language is significant, as language is crucial for expressing one’s identity (Field, 2012; Voronin et al., 2019). Online communication has given rise to innovative internet languages and new forms of expression, expanding the linguistic repertoire with emoticons, stickers, gifs, and memes. Language and social change influence each other, indicating community affiliation and adaptability. Participant 14 highlighted the benefits of enhanced education, advanced technology, and a progressive society fostering creativity in various aspects of life for her generation.

Students easily access up-to-date information through social media and online channels in an era of globalized technology. The Internet enables participants to stay connected to current events and linguistic developments, fostering cultural convergence and breaking communication barriers. Within universities, subgroups based on age and academic programs influence the formation of community identities as individuals connect with like-minded peers. These interactions create opportunities for social connections and intermingling among members with similar interests, cultural backgrounds, or fields of study.

According to Lu and Chen’s assertion that “culture is moulded and transmitted through language,” it becomes evident how constant transformations create novel lexicons that serve as vehicles for cultural expressions. They attribute lexical shifts to cultural changes, drawing from Trudgill’s observation of three pivotal factors _the physical environment, the social environment, and people’s values _ that shape the lexicon. The participants’ responses in this study indicate that these aspects of identity influence their language usage and comprehension. Social media platforms, messaging applications, and video calling have become the primary communication and information exchange modes. The online content mirrors “society’s values,” manifested through trending topics, shared interests, and the desire to remain attuned to others’ lives. The Internet has evolved into an integral facet of daily existence and societal functioning, thus profoundly impacting the language employed to articulate these events.

**Conclusion**

The study reveals that the Indonesian Internet language evolves in response to pressures from a dynamic society. It explores participants' self-perceptions, community affiliations, and generational norms, highlighting the generation of novel vocabulary as a response to technological advancements and social and cultural shifts. Language proficiency assessment and ethnographic interviews demonstrate language's role in shaping communal and individual outlooks, influencing identity transformation, and societal reception of topical issues.

The data reflects language's reflection of shifts in family dynamics, intergenerational disparities, and societal norms. The influence of the one-child policy is evident in altered parenting practices and socioeconomic expectations. Changes in gender-specific terminology and societal attitudes indicate evolving gender expectations and shifting achievement benchmarks. Language serves as a reflection of social change, and future investigations could explore etymology, conduct intergenerational comparisons, and consider socio-cultural perspectives to deepen understanding.

Participant familiarity with terms may vary based on age, family background, gender, and social context. However, the dynamic lexicon is closely tied to societal transformations. Further research could investigate the instigation of Internet terms, conduct long-term or intergenerational studies, and incorporate larger sample sizes and diverse age groups to explore pivotal moments in language and societal transformations.
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